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what philosophers have lately come to accept as analysis of the concept of a
person is not actually analysis of that concept at all. Strawson, whose usage
represents the current standard, identifies the concept of a person as .tie
concept of a type of entity such that both predicates ascribing states of
consciousness and predicates ascribing corporeal characteristics ... are
equally applicable to a single individual of that single type'"l But there are
many entities besides persons that have both mental and physicar properties.
As it happens-though it seems extraordinary that this sLould be so-there
is no common English word for the type of entity strawson has in mind, a
type that includes not only human beings but animals of various lesser
species as weil. still, this hardly justifies the misappropriation of a valuable
philosophical term.

whether the members of some animal species are persons is surely not to
be settled mereiy by determining whether it is correct to apply to them, in
addition to predicates ascribing corporear characteristics, pieoicates tiat
ascribe states of consciousness. It does violence to our language to endorse
the application of the term 'person' to those numerous creatures which do
have both psychological and material properties but which are manifestly
not persons ln any normal sense of the word. This misuse of language is
doubtless innocent of any theoreticar error. But although the oFenJe is'merely verbal', it does significant harm. For it gratuitousiy diminishes our
philosophical vocabulary, and it increases the likerihood that we will over-
look the important area of inquiry with which the term .person' is most
naturally associated- It might have been expected that no problem would be
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of more central and persistent concern to philosophels than that of under-

standing what we ourselves essentially are. Yet this problem is so generally

negiected that it has been possible to make off with its very name aknost

wit"hout being noticed and, evidently, without evoking any widespread feel-

ing of loss.
there is a sense in which the word 'person' is merely the singuiar form

of.people 'andinwhichbothtermsconnotenomorethanmembershipin
u 

"..tuin 
biologicai species. In those senses of the word which are of

greater philosophical interest, however, the criteria for being a person do

iot serve primarily to distinguish the members of our own species from the

members of other species. Rather, they are designed to capture those

attributes which are the subject of our most humane concern with our-

selves and the source of what we regard as most important and most

problematical in our lives. Now these attributes would be of equal signifi-

cance to us even if they were not in fact peculiar and common to the mem-

bers of our own species. what interests us most in the human condition

would not interest us less if it were also a feature of the condition of other

creatures as well.
our concept of ourselves as persons is not to be understood, therefore,

u, u 
"on".pi 

of attributes that are necessarily species-specific. It is con-

ceptually ptssible that members of novel or even of familiar non-human

species inlutd be persons; and it is also conceptually possible that some

members of the human species are not persons' We do in fact assume' on

the other hand, that no member of another species is a person Accord-

ingly, there is a presumption that what is essential to persons is a set of

chiracteristics that we generally suppose-whether rightly or wrongly-to

be uniquely human.
I t ismyviewthatoneessent ia ld i f ferencebetweenpersonsandother

creatufes is to be found in the structure of a person's will. Human beings are

not alone in having desires and motives, or in making choices' They share

these things with the members of certain other species, some of whom even

upp.u, tolngage in deliberation and to make decisions based upon prior

ttrought. It s;ems to be peculiarly characteristic of humans, however, that

they ire able to form what I shall call 'second-order desires' or 'desires ofthe

second order'.
Besideswant ingandchoosingandbeingmoved/odothisorthat,men

mayalsowanttohave(ornottohave)certaindesiresandmotives.Theyare
capable of wanting to be different, in their preferences and purposes' from

what they are. Many animals appear to have the capacity for what I shall call
,first-order desires'or'desires of the first order" which are simply desiles to

do or not to do one thing or another. No animal other than man, however'
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appears to have the capacity for reflective self-evaluation that is manifested
in the formation of second-order desires-2

I

The concept designated by the verb 'to want' is extraordinarily elusive. A
statement of the form 'l wants to x'-taken by itself, apart from a context
that serves to amplify or to specify its meaning---<onveys remarkably little
information. Such a statement may be consistent, for example, with each of
the following statements: (a) the prospect of doing xelicits no sensation or
introspectible emotional response in l; (b) l is unaware that he wants to x;
(c) I believes that he does not want to X; (d) I wants to refrain from X_ing;
(e) I wants to l/and believes that it is impossible for him both to /and to x;
(f) I does not 'really' want to X; (g A would rather die thanX; and so on. It
is therefore hardly suffcient to formulate the distinction between first-order
and second-order desires, as I have done, by suggesting merely that someone
has a first-order desire when he wants to do or not to do such-and-such, and
that he has a second-order desire when he wants to have or not to have a
certain desire of the first order.

As I shall understand them, statements of the form,A wants to X' cover a
rather broad range of possibilities.3 They may be true even when statements
like (a) through (g) are true: when r is unaware of any feelings concerning
X-ing, when he is unaware that he wants to X, when he deceives himself
about what he wants and believes falsely that he does not want to x, when he
also has other desires that conflict with his desire to x, or when he is ambiva-
lent. The desires in question may be conscious or unconscious, they need not
be univocal, and A may be mistaken about them. There is a further source
of uncertainty with regard to statements that identify someone's desires.
however, and here it is important for my purposes to be less permissive.

consider first those statements of the lorm 'l wants to x' which identify
first-order desires-that is, statements in which the term 'to x' refers to an

.? 
For the sake of simpricity, I shall deal only with what someone wants or desires, neglecting

related phenomena such as choices and decisions. I propose to use the verbs .to want' ind ,t i
desire' intcrchangeably, although they are by no means perfect synonyms My motive in fbrsaking
the establishcd nuanccs of these words arires from the fact that ihe verb ,to want', which suits mi
purposes better so lar as its meaning is concemed, does not lend itself so readily to rhe formatron
ofnouns as d@s the verb'to desire'. It is perhaps acceptable, arbeit graceless, to ipeak in the prural
ofsomeone's 'wants'. But to speak in the singular of iomeone's 'want' would bein abomination.

'. What I say in this paragraph applies not only to cases in which .to 
X'refers to a possible action

or inaction. It also applies to cases in which'to x'refers to a first-order desire ani in wtrlctr the
statenent rhat ',4 wants to x' is therefore a shortened version of a stalement-.r wants to want
X'-that identifies a desire of the second order
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action. A statement of this kind does not, by itself, indicate the relative

strength of ,4,s desire to x. It does not make it clear whether this desire is at

all likely to play a decisive role in what A actually does or tries to do. For it

may correctly be said that ,4 wants to X even when his desire to X is only one

among his desires and when it is far from being paramount among them'

Thus, it may be true that I wants to X when he strongly prefers to do

something else instead; and it may be true that he wants to Xdespite the fact

that. when he acts. it is not the desire to x that motivates him to do what he

does. On the other hand, someone who states that,4 wants to Xmay mean to

convey that it is this desire that is motivating or moving A to do what he is

actually doing or that ,4 will in fact be moved by this desire (unless he

changes his mind) when he acts.

It is only when it is used in the second of these ways that, given the special

usage of 'will' that I propose to adopt, the statement identifies ,{'s will' To

identify an agent's will is either to identify the desire (or desires) by which he

is motivated in some action he performs or to identify the desire (or desires)

by which he will or would be motivated when or if he acts- An agent's will,

then, is identical with one or more of his first-order desires. But the notion

of the will, as I am employing it, is not coextensive with the notion of first-

order desires. It is not the notion of something that merely inclines an agent

in some degree to act in a certain way. Rather, it is the notion of an efibctive

desire-one that moves (or will or would move) a person all the way to

action. Thus the notion of the will is not coextensive with the notion of what

an agent intends to do. For even though someone may have a settled inten-

tion to do X, he may none the less do something else instead of doing X

because, despite his intention, his desire to do Xproves to be weaker or less

effective than some conflicting desire.
Now consider those statements of the form' A wants to x' rvhich identify

second-order desires-that is, statements in which the term 'to X' refers to a

desire of the first order. There are also two kinds of situation in which it may

be true that I wants to want to X. In the first place, it might be true of I that

he wants to have a desire to x despite the fact that he has a univocal desire,

altogether free of conflict and ambivalence, to refrain from ;r-ing. Someone

might want to have a certain desire, in other words, but univocally want that

desire to be unsatisfied.
Suppose that a physician engaged in psychotherapy with narcotics addicts

believes that his ability to help his patients would be enhanced if he under-

stood better what it is like for them to desire the drug to which they are

addicted. Suppose that he is led in this way to want to have a desire for the

drug. If it is a genuine desire that he wants, then what he wants is not merely

to feel the sensations that addicts characteristically feel when they are

1
I
I
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gripped by their desires for the drug. what the physician wants, in so far as
he wants to have a desire, is to be inclined or moved to some extent to take
the drug.

It is entirely possiblq however, that, although he wants to be moved by a
desire to take the drug, he does not want this desire to be effective. He may
not want it to move him all the way to action. He need not be interested in
finding out what it is iike to take the drug. And in so far as he now wants
only to want to take it, and not to take it, there is nothing in what he now
wants that would be satisfied by the drug itself. He may now have, in fact, an
altogether univocal desire not to take the drug; and he may prudently
arrange to make it impossible for him to satisfy the desire he would have if
his desire to want.the drug should in time be satisfied.

It would thus be incorrect to infer, from the fact that the physician now
wants to desire to take the drug, that he already does desire to take it. His
second-order desire to be moved to take the drug does not entail that he has
a first-order desire to take it. If the drug were now to be administered to him,
this might satisfy no desire that is implicit in his desire to want to take it.
while he wants to want to take the drug, he may have no desire to take it; it
may be that all he wants is to taste the desire for it. That is, his desire to have
a certain desire that he does not have may not be a desire that his will should
be at all different than it is.

Someone who wants only in this truncated way to want to xstands at the
margin of preciosity, and the fact that he wants to want to x is not pertinent
to the identification of his will. There is, however, a second kind of situation
that may be described by 'l wants to x'; and when the statement is used to
describe a situation of this second kind, then it does pertain to what I wants
his will to be. In such cases the statement means that I wants the desire to x
to be the desire that moves him effectively to act. It is not merely that he
wants the desire to X to be among the desires by which, to one degree or
anotheq he is moved or inclined to act. He wants this desire to be effective-
that is, to provide the motive in what he actually does. Now when the state-
ment that I wants to want to X is used in this way, it does entail that I
already has a desire to x. It could not be true both that I wants the desire to
x to move him into action and that he does not want to X. It is onry if he
does want to x that he can coherently want the desire to x not merely to be
one of his desires but, more decisively, to be his will.a

" It is not so clear that the entailment relation described here holds in certain kinds of cases.
which I think may fairly be regarded as non-standard, where the essntial difference between the
standard and the non-stmdard cases lies in the kind ofdescription by which the first-order desire
rn question is identified. Thus, suppose that l admires t so iulsomeiy that, even though he does
not know what .B wants 10 do, he wants to be effectively moved by whatever desire-effectively
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Suppose a man wants to be motivated in what he does by the desire to

"on"intrut. 
on his work. It is necessariiy true, if this supposition is correct,

that he already wants to concentrate on his work. This desire is now among

his desires. But the question of whether or not his second-order desire is

fulfilled does not turn merely on whether the desire he wants is one of his

desires. It turns on whether this desire is, as he wants it to be, his effective

desire or will. If, when the chips are down, it is his desire to concentlate on

his work that moves him to do what he does, then what he wants at that time

is indeed (in the relevant sense) what he wants to want. If it is some other

desire that actually moves him when he acts, on the other hand, then what he

wants at that time is not (in the relevant sense) what he wants to want- This

wiil be so despite the fact that the desire to concentrate on his work

continues to be among his desires.

I I

Someone has a desire of the second order either when he wants simply to

have a certain desire or when he wants a certain desire to be his wili. In

situations ofthe latter kind, I shall call his second-order desires 'second-order

volitions' or .volitions of the second order'. Now it is having second-

order volitions, and not having second-order desires generally, that I regard

as essential to being a person. It is logically possiblg however unlikely, that

there should be an agent with second-order desires but with no volitions of

the second order. Such a creature, in my view, would not be a person. I shall

use the term'wanton' to refer to agents who have first-order desires but who

are not persons because, whether or not they have desires of the second

order, they have no second-order volitions.'

The essential characteristic of a wanton is that he does not care about his

will. His desires move him to do certain things, without its being true of him

either that he wants to be moved by those desires or that he prefers to be

movesB;withoutknowingwhatE'swi l l is , inotherwords, lwmtshisownwi l l tobethesame'I t
certainly does not follow ihat A already has, among his desires, a desire like the one that consti-

iutes A's will. I shall not pursue here the questions ofwhether there are genuine counter-examples

to the claim made in the text or of how, if there are, that claim should be altered'

, creatures with second-order desires but no second-order volitions differ significantly from

brute animals, and, for some purposes, it would be desirable to regard them as persons My usage'

which withholds the designation 
iperson'from them, is thus somewhat arbitrary. I adopt it largely

because it facilitates the iormulation of some of the points I wish to make, Hereafter, whenever I

consider statements ofthe form',4 wants to want to X'. I shall have in nind statements identifying

second-order volitions and not statements identifying second-order desires that are not second-

order volitions.
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desire to refrain from taking it. It is the latter desire, and not the former, that

he wants to constitute his will; it is the latter desire, rather than the former,

that he wants to be effective and to provide the purpose that he will seek to

realize in what he actuallY does.

The other addict is a wanton. His actions reflect the economy of his first-

order desires, without his being concerned whether the desires that move him

to act are desires by which he wants to be moved to act. If he encounters

problems in obtaining the drug or in administering it to himseli his

iesponses to his urges to take it may involve deliberation. But it never occurs

to iri* to consider whether he wants the relation among his desires to result

inhishavingthewi l lhehas.Thewantonaddictmaybeananimal,andthus
incapableofbeingconcernedabouthiswil l ' Inanyeventheis' inrespectof
his wanton lack of concern, no different from an animal'

The second of these addicts may suffer a first-order conflict similar to the

first-order conflict suffered by the first. Whether he is human or not' the

wanton may (perhaps due to conditioning) both want to take the drug and

want to refiain from taking it. Unlike the unwilling addict, however, he does

not prefer that one ofhis conflicting desires should be paramount over the

other; he does not prefer that one first-order desire rather than the other

should constitute his will. It would be misleading to say that he is neutral as

to the conflict between his desires, since this would suggest that he regards

them as equally acceptable. Since he has no identity apart from his {irst-

order desires, it is true neither that he prefers one to the other nor that he

prefers not to take sides.

It makes a difference to the unwilling addict, who is a person, which of his

conflicting flrst-order desires wins out. Both desires are his, to be surel and

whether he finally takes the drug or finally succeeds in refraining from taking

it, he acts to satisfy what is in a literal sense his own desire. In either case he

does something he himself wants to do, and he does it not because of some

external influence whose aim happens to coincide with his own but because

of his desire to do it. The unwilling addict identifies himself, however,

through the formation of a second-order volition, with one lather than with

theotherofhisconf l ic t ingf i rst .orderdesires'Hemakesoneofthemmore
truly his own and, in so doing, he withdraws himself from the other' It is in

virtue of this identification and withdrawal, accomplished through the for-

mation of a second-order volition, that the unwilling addict may meaning-

fully make the analytically puzzling statements that the force moving him to

tak; the drug is a force other than his own, and that it is not ofhis own free

will but rathir against his will that this force moves him to take it'

The wanton addict cannot or does not cale which of his conflicting first-

order desires wins out. His lack of concern is not due to his inability to find a

moved by other desires. The class of wantons includes all non-human ani_
mals that have desires and all very young children. perhaps it also includes
some adult human beings as welr. In any casg adult humans may be more or
Iess wanton; they may act wantonly, in response to first_order desires
concerning which they have no volitions of the second order, more or less
frequently.

The fact that a wanton has no second-order volitions does not mean that
each ofhis first-order desires is translated heedlessly and at once into action.
f{e may have no opportunity to act in accordance with some of his desires.
Moreover, the translation of his desires into action may be delayed or pre-
cluded either by conflicting desires of the first order or by the interventio; of
deliberation. For a wanton may possess and employ rational facurties of a
high order. Nothing in the concept of a wanton implies that he cannot
reason or that he cannot deliberate concerning how to do what he wants to
do. what distinguishes the rational wanton rrom other rational agents is that
he is not concerned with the desirability of his desires themselves. He ignores
the question of what his will is to be. Not only does he pursre *h*ateve.
course of action he is most strongly inclined to pursue, but he does not care
which of his inclinations is the stronees t.

Thus a rational creature, who reflJcts upon the suitability to his desires of
one course of action or another, may none the less be a wanton. In maintain-
ing that the essence ofbeing a person lies not in reason but in will, I am far
from suggesting that a creature without reason may be a person. For it is
only in virtue of his rationar capacities that a person is capabre of becoming
critically aware of his own wilr and of forming volitions of the second orderl
The structure of a person,s will presuppoies, accordingly, that he is a
rational being.

The distinction between a person and a wanton may be illustrated by the
difference between two narcotics addicts. Let us suppose that the physio-
logical condition accounting for the addiction is the same in both men, and
that both succumb inevitably ro their periodic desires for the drug to which
they are addicted. one of the addicts hates his addiction ano ar,iays strug-
gles desperately, although to no avail, against its thrust. He tries eueryttrin-g
that he thinks might enable him to overcome his desires for the dru!. Bui
these desires are too powerfur for him to withstand, and invariabry, in the
end, they conquer him. He is an unwilling addict, herplessly violateJ by his
own desires.

The unwilling addict has conflicting flrst-order desires: he wants to take
the drug, and he also wants to refrain from taking it. In addition to these
first-order desires, however, he has a volition ofthe-second order. He is not a
neutral with regard to the conflict between his desire to take the drue and his
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convincing basis for preference. It is due either to his rack of the capacity forreflection or to his mindless indifference to the enterprise ofevaluating hisown desires and motives.6 There is only one issue in the struggle .o *rri.fi rri,first-order conflict may lead: whetherihe one or the 
"th.r;ihi;;";;;;desires is the stronger. Since he is moved by both desires, he *ill ;;;;;altogether satisfied by what he does no matter which ofthem is erective. nuiit makes no difference to him whether his craving or his aversion gets theupper hand. He has no stake in the conflict between them and ,o, unirt. irr"unwilling addict, he can neither win nor rose the struggle in which he isengaged. when a person,acts, the desire by which he is moved is eittrer itrewili he wants or a will he wants to be without. When a wanton *rr, ii-i,neither.

I I I

There is a very close relationship between the capacity for forming second-order volitions and another capacity that is essentiar io p".ro.rr*i*. irruthas often been considered a distingulshing mark of the human condition. Itis only because a person has volitions of ihe second order that rr. i, ."p"uilboth of enjoying and of lacking freedom of the will. rn. .o.r..pi'or uperson rs not only, then, the concept ofa type ofentity that has Uoin nrrt_order desires and volitions ofthe second oider. It can arso be construed asthe.concept of a type of entity for whom the freedom of its wiil *;t;;problem' This concept excludes all wantons, both infrahum"n uno turnun,since they fail to satisfy an essentiar condition for the enjoyment of freedomof the will' And it excludes those suprahuman beings, if any, whose w'ls arenecessarily free.
Just what kind offreedom is the freedom ofthe wiil? This question ca'sfor an identification of the speciar area of human expenence to which theconcept of freedom of the will, as distinct from the'concepts of other sortsof. freedom, is particularly_ germane. In dealing wlth it, my aim will beprimariiy_to locate the probrem with which u pirroo is mosi immeoiateiy

concerned when he is concerned with the freedom of his will.
According to one familiar philosophical tradition, being free is

6 In speaking of the evaruation of his own desires and motives as being characteristic of a
l""l:^",1.] 

dr not,mean ro sugge$.rhat a person's r*"";-.i.f 
".ri,ions 

necessariry manifest amorat stance on his part toward his first_order desires. It may not be f.o_ tte poirit ;il;;;morality that the person evaluates his first-order O.rii"_-1,i"'r*i.and irresponsible in r"'^"g r,i,,"-"d-orderrrolitions ano,*. *ti"1rfit'lLTi"t li#T"Ji::is at srake Second-order vo'iitions e-xnrgs.s elar-lations onry li,r," Lnr. that they are preferences.Therc is no essential resrrictions on rt e Una of Uasls, iflii, 
"p"" 

*,r.f, they are formed.
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fundamentally a matter of doing what one wants to do. Now the notion of

an agent who does what he wants to do is by no means an altogether clear

one: both the doing and the wanting, and the appropriate relation between

them as well, require elucidation. But although its focus needs to be sharp-

ened and its formulation refined, I believe that this notion does capture at

least part of what is implicit in the idea of an agent who acts freely. It misses

entirely, however, the peculiar content ofthe quite different idea ofan agent

whose wril is free.
We do not suppose that animals enjoy freedom of the will, although we

recognize that an animal may be free to run in whatever direction it wants.

Thus, having the freedom to do what one wants to do is not a sufficient

condition ofhaving a free will. It is not a necessary condition either. For to

deprive someone of his freedom of action is not necessarily to undermine

the freedom of his will. When an agent is aware that there are certain things

he is not free to do, this doubtless affects his desires and limits the range of

choices he can make. But suppose that someone, without being aware of it,

has in fact lost or been deprived of his freedom of action. Even though he is

no longer free to do what he wants to do, his will may remain as free as it was

before. Despite the fact that he is not free to translate his desires into actions

or to act according to the determinations of his will, he may still form those

desires and make those determinations as freely as if his freedom of action

had not been impaired.
When we ask whether a person's will is free we are not asking whether he

is in a position to translate his first-order desires into actions- That is the
question of whether he is free to do as he pleases. The question of the

freedom ofhis will does not concern the relation between what he does and

what he wants to do. Rather, it concerns his desires themselves. But what

question about them is it?
It seems to me both natural and useful to construe the question of

whether a person's will is free in close analogy to the question of whether an

agent enjoys freedom of action. Now freedom of action is (roughly, at least)

the freedom to do what one wants to do. Analogously, then, the statement

that a person enjoys freedom ofthe will means (also roughly) that he is free

to want what he wants to want. More precisely, it means that he is free to will

what he wants to will, or to have the will he wants. Just as the question about

the freedom of an agent's action has to do with whether it is the action he

wants to perform, so the question about the freedom of his will has to do

with whether it is the will he wants to have.
It is in securing the conformity of his will to his second-order volitions,

then, that a person exercises freedom of the will. And it is in the discrepancy

between his will and his second-order volitions, or in his awareness that their
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coincidence is not his own doing but only a happy chance, that a person who
does not have this freedom feels its lack. The unwiliing addict,i will is not
free. This is shown by the fact that it is not the will he iants. It i, aho;;;
though in a different way, that the will of the wanton addict is not free. The
wanton addict neither has the will he wants nor has a will that differs from
the will he wants. Since he has no volitions ofthe second order, the freedom
of his will cannot be a problem for him. He lacks it, so to speak, by default.

People are generally far more complicated than my sketcly account of the
structure of a person's will may suggest. There is as much opportunity for
ambivalence, conflict, and self-deception with regard to desires of the sec-
ond order, for example, as there is with regard to hrst-order desires. If there
is an unresolved conflict among someone's second-order desires, then he is
in danger of having no second-order vorition; for unless this conflict
is resolved, he has no preference concerning which ofhis first-order desires is
to be his will. This condition, if it is so severe that rt prevents him from
identifying himself in a sufficiently decisive way with any of his 

"onniciirrgfirst-order desires, destroys him as a person. For it either tends to paralys!
his will and to keep him from acting at alr, or it tends to remove him irom 

-his
will so that his will operates without his participation. In both cases he
becomes, like the unwilling addict though in a iifferent *uy, u fr.fpf.r,
bystander to the forces that move him.

Another complexity is that a person may have, especially if his second_
order desires are in conflict, desires and volitions ofa highei order than the
second- There is no theoretical limit to the rength of the series of desires of
higher and higher orders; nothing except corimon sense and, perhaps, a
savrng fatigue prevents an individual from obsessively refusing io ioentiiy
himself with any of his desires until he forms a desire of the-next higher
order' The tendency to generate such a series of acts of forming aesi.es,
which wouid be a case of humanization run wild, arso leads toward the
destruction of a person.

It is possible, however, to terminate such a series of acts without cutting it
off arbitrarily. when a person identifies himself decisivety with one of his
first-order desires, this commitment 'resounds' throughout the potentialry
endless array of higher orders. Consider a person who, without ieservation
or conflict' wants to be motivated by the desire to concentrate on his work.
The lact that his second-order volition to be moved by this desire is a
decisive one means that there is no room for questions concerning the per_
tinence ofdesires or volitions ofhigher orders. suppose the person is asked
whether he wants to want to concentrate on his work. He can properry insist
that this question concerning a third-order desire does not arise, It would be
a mistake to claim that, because he has not considered whether he wants the
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second-order volition he has formed, he is indifferent to the question of

whether it is with this volition or with some other that he wants his will to

accord. The decisiveness of the commitment he has made means that he has

decided that no further question about his second-order volition, at any

higher order, remains to be asked. It is relatively unimportant whether we

explain this by saying that this commitment implicitly generates an endless

series of confirming desires of higher orders, or by saying that the commit-

ment is tantamount to a dissolution of the pointedness of all questions

conceming higher orders of desire.
Examples such as the one concerning the unwilling addict may suggest

that volitions of the second order, or of higher orders, must be formed

deliberately and that a person characteristically struggles to ensure that they

are satisfied. But the conformity of a person's will to his higher-order voli-

tions may be far more thoughtless and spontaneous than this. Some people

are naturally moved by kindness when they want to be kind, and by

nastiness when they want to be nasty, without any explicit forethought and

without any need for energetic self-control. Others are moved by nastiness

when they want to be kind and by kindness when they intend to be nasty,

equally without forethought and without active resistance to these violations

of their higher-order desires. The enjoyment of freedom comes easily to

some. Others must struggle to achieve it.

IV

My theory concerning the freedom of the will accounts easily for our dis-

inclination to allow that this freedom is enjoyed by the members of any

species inferior to our own. It also satisfies another condition that must be

met by any such theory, by making it apparent why the freedom of the will

should be regarded as desirable. The enjoyment of a free will means the

satislaction of certain desires--desires of the second or of higher orders-

whereas its absence means their frustration. The satisfactions at stake are

those which accrue to a person of whom it may be said that his will is his

own. The corresponding frustrations are those suffered by a person ofwhom

it may be said that he is estranged from himself, or that he finds himself a

helpless or a passive bystander to the forces that move him.

A person who is free to do what he wants to do may yet not be in a

position to have the will he wants. Suppose, howeveq that he enjoys both

freedom of action and freedom of the will. Then he is not only free to do

what he wants to do; he is also free to want what he wants to want. It seems

to me that he has, in that case, all the freedom it is possible to desire or to


